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Mission: Assessing the Certificate of Compliance 

Rite of Passage 
 

The Bearer of the COC19 is qualified to assess a site for the  

Certificate of Compliance. The bearer will consider technology, equip-

ment and layered manpower by skillsets. Furthermore, the bearer is 

aware of crime related to the threat. 



The Assessor Studies 

 Technology Manpower 
The Technology and equipment 

complies with “certain standards’’ 
Layered manpower by skillsets  

for reducing violent incidents 

The use of the technology and  

installation of such meets the  

standards 

Equipped and relatively skilled for 

Physical intervention 

 Educated to use relative protocols 

for specific sites 

 

The security sector define covid-19 quite differently to the 

health community.  

The protocols take into consideration technology,  

equipment and skills required to limit the levels of  

collateral damage  

 

5 Booklets 

Security and Operational Protocol guide for managing covid 19 

Covid Building Security Protocols  

Housing Management  

Vaccine Security 

AI for Security, Criminology-Risk Investigation 

That talk to: 



 

4 veggie & organic 

Equipment Criteria 

• Where to check protocols relating credible and legitimate CCTV Thermal im-

aging or non-contact thermometers (FDA) 

 

• Knows where to find the latest technology. IPVM could be used to verify the 

brand performance or if the brand has been banned or has controversial is-

sues. 

 

• Knows, that the equipment must be correctly used and installed (FDA) 

 

• Also knows the importance of keeping the audience calm. That there should 

be no alarm that triggers ‘sound alerts’ in public areas if a  

person’s temperature is of concern so as not to stimulate panic. 

Manpower 

The Assessor should be knowledgeable with specifics and layered by 

skillsets 

 

• Knows that the security staff in different fields of interest are using the ap-

propriate security covid-19 protocols for example, a mall or office building 

has different protocols for hotels, quarantine centers, nursing homes, rehabil-

itation  

centers, boarding schools, or old aged homes. The assessor must question 

which other staff besides the security must know the protocols. 

  

• Knows that security staff that are taking temperature is managed by a man-

ager or supervisor that has conflict management, leadership, or any other 

form of skills and character traits to calm people down. 

 

• Knows that security staff that may need to use physical intervention must 

wear facial shields or goggles because the eyes are just as porous as the 

mouth. People that are upset tend to spit when they shout, or just spit out of 

contempt. 

 

Assessor must know 

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/general-hospital-devices-and-supplies/thermal-imaging-systems-infrared-thermographic-systems-thermal-imaging-cameras
https://www.ipvm.com
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Examination 

The assessor knows that the staff could handle life impacting 

and deadly outcomes. These are serious considerations. 

1. What is the key principle to security success for managing an active   

biological threat? 

2. Why is it important to use credible and appropriate  

technology? 

3. Why must the frontline staff wear medical masks and specific staff more 

so by wearing facial shields or goggles? 

4. What is the most important objective regarding managing the visitors on 

the ground and why? 

5. What are the characteristics of a frontline officer and what skills should 

they have? 

6. Why do different sites require different protocols?  

7. Besides the security staff who else would need to use the protocols at a 

site? 

8. What type of crime is related to the threat? 

9. How would one identify a high risk site? 

10. What information would you like to volunteer? 

 

This is a powerful career that is cognitively driven 

The practitioners must out-think and outsmart the perpetrators  
before an incident occurs.  

 

They cannot afford to be misled 

 

The Assessor knows Compliance Procedures  

View the Assessor Procedure  (The rates could vary between  

countries) 

View the Assessment Criteria and Procedure for the COC 19 

 

https://www.human-investigation-management.com/the-assessor/
https://www.human-investigation-management.com/certificate-of-compliance-coc19-security-covid19-protocols


 

 

Security Success 
depends on 

The level of situational 
awareness 
 
• of the people (decision-
makers) on the ground  

 
- and their reaction speed 
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